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This study explores the social motivations for why consumers engage in creative DIY experiences.  Through a grounded theory study

with DIY designers, a theory of social creativity is introduced. Social creativity refers to the appropriation and reconciliation of social

bonds through creative experiences and artifacts. Social creativity is seen when consumers 1) transform intangible, fleeting relations

and experiences into tangible, permanent DIY artifacts, 2) reconcile and appropriate social bonds vis-à-vis the design of DIY artifacts,

and 3) depart from marketscapes through a legitimization of social capital.  Findings extend extant literature that focuses on

individual, psychological motivations for consumer creativity.
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Design It, Your Self-Experiences (DIY): Social Creativity and the Social Function of DIY
Experiences

Steven Chen, California State University, Fullerton, USA
Jennifer D. Chandler, University of Hawaii, USA

Advancing the creativity literature, this study explores specifically the social motivations for consumers to engage in creative DIY
experiences. Design-It-Yourself, or Do-it-Yourself (DIY), is a type of creative experience in which consumers create handmade,
customized objects for private and commercial consumption (Levine and Heimerl 2008). At the time of writing, DIY has broken out of
its origins in home improvement (Davidson and Leather 2000) and underground music cultures (Spencer 2005) to encompass a broad range
of craft cultures—scrapbooking, art-making, altered books, knitting, jewelry and apparel—all of which privilege the doctrine of the
handmade (Lupton 2006, Wherry 2006 ).

The primary research question asks: From a social networks perspective, why do consumers engage in DIY experiences? Referring
to the appropriation and reconciliation of social bonds through creative experiences and artifacts, a theory of social creativity is introduced.
Social creativity is seen when designers simultaneously create DIY artforms and their own social networks through the: 1) transformation
of intangible, fleeting relations and experiences into representative, tangible, permanent DIY artifacts, 2) inadvertent reconciliation and
appropriation of social bonds vis-à-vis the design of DIY artifacts, and 3) departure from ordinary marketscapes through a multi-layered
legitimization of social capital. Through a qualitative, grounded theory study that involves long interviews with 14 DIY designers (Strauss
and Corbin 1998; Charmaz 2006), the findings reveal that social creativity enables an assertion of self into a world that is wrought with
market-centered meanings that claim responsibility and recognition for drawing consumers together (Diamond, Sherry, et al.,
forthcoming).

DIY industries have witnessed phenomenal growth in recent years, leading experts to refer to this “new wave of craft” (Levine and
Heimerl 2008) to include, for example, the home improvement industry with sales almost doubling from approximately $160 billion in
1999 to $290 billion in 2008 (Home Improvement Research Institute 2009) and the scrapbooking industry, rising from a $500 million
industry in 2000 (Fram 2005) to a $2.9 billion industry in 2007 (Craft and Hobby Association 2007). Knitting, once an association of elderly
women, has become a cool activity for the young, with a resurgence in popularity for women under 30 who embrace the social, meditative,
and political aspects of knitting (Gschwandter and Shirobayashi 2007; Stoller 2004; Greer 2008). Finally, DIY-oriented Internet services
such as Etsy and Cafepress offer online resources for consumers to design and sell their products. Since Etsy opened in 2005, over 100,000
DIY designers have opened virtual stores on the web portal.

The recent surge in DIY activity and the increasing number of consumers engaging in creative experiences is suggestive of changing
socio-cultural trends among consumers. However, previous studies of creativity largely focus on either the individual psychological
motivations from a consumer’s perspective or the factors that affect industrial design from the firm’s perspective. For example, the
consumer research literature explores creative experiences as linked to cognitive motivations such as gaining self esteem (Csikszentmihalyi
2000), competence (Watson and Shove 2008) and autonomy (Dahl and Moreau 2007). Meanwhile, the industrial design literature focuses
on individual producers’ frames of mind, and how various factors and techniques, such as imaginative thinking, analogic thinking, input
constraints and empathy, lead to creative results (Dahl, Chattopadyhay and Gorn 1999; Dahl and Moreau 2002; Moreau and Dahl 2005;
Dahl and Moreau 2007; Durgee 2004). In short, there is a gap in the consumer creativity literature regarding social motivations of creativity.

The findings begin to address this gap by revealing that the outcomes of DIY as an artform are not limited to the creation of beautiful
meaning-laden arts and crafts, but also include the transformation of mundane minutiae of everyday objects into representations of social
bonds and experiences. In this way, consumers engage in DIY experiences to mitigate social isolation and the perceived and actual
fragmentation of social networks. More specifically, consumers impute meanings that are gleaned from past times, faraway places, and
sought after relational spaces into their current lives. DIY designers actively reconcile the lack or conflict of meaning that exists in their
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current contexts by assembling and integrating banal objects and meanings into DIY artifacts such as scrapbooks, wood sculptures, or
quilts that are more representative of their sought after social experiences.

Surprisingly, even though consumers engage in DIY experiences to transform and create artifacts, DIY designers are themselves
transformed because the creativity process re-creates the importance they ascribe to their social bonds through an affirmation of social
relations, positions and roles imbued into the DIY artifacts. On one level, consumers essentially create storybook social narratives by
selectively creating objects that memorialize and legitimize social ideals and happy times, as opposed to lived realities. On the second level,
when these artifacts are displayed in their homes or given as gifts, for example, the importance ascribed to their social bonds and social
networks is affirmed by others. In this way, consumers bridge their actual lives and their social ideals by transcending and deviating from
traditional expectations of social relations. In some situations, social bonds extend beyond nuclear family relations to include friendship
relations that are deemed more important than familial relations. In other situations, social bonds that have gone sour are re-created through
snapshots of happy times and happy places made permanent because of DIY artifacts.

DIY experiences provide a modern-day 21st century mechanism for consumers to re-establish century-old humanist traditions of
group bonding through craft-making and story-telling that takes place outside of markets but is enabled by DIY market processes. Most
important, DIY experiences enable consumers to take comfort in social bonds that exist beyond the disintegrating nuclear family (Graham-
Niderhaus and Graham 2007) by allowing them to express fondness and confirmation of extended family bonds, non-familial social bonds,
and other types of bonds. At a time when fragmentation and uncertainty are at their highest, consumers engage in DIY experiences to reify
their experiences of community-building and social bonding to provide evidence–through DIY artifacts–that social bonds still matter.
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